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Abstract
This paper reports an exploration of the conceptions of quality learning held by two samples of
physics teachers – final year, high school physics teachers and academics teaching first year univer-
sity physics. We begin by outlining our view of quality learning, that is a view of learning in which
learners take control of their own learning and engage with active construction and reconstruction of
their own meanings for concepts and phenomena. This view of quality learning recognises the crucial
role of the affective dimension of learning on the extent to which students engage with and maintain
such constructivist and metacognitive approaches to learning. The study explored the qualitatively
different ways in which individuals conceptualise quality learning in physics, using semi structured
interviews that explored aspects of learning that the respondents regarded as worth fostering in their
classrooms. The interview approach was a modification of the Interview-About-Instances approach
that allowed the possibility of interviewees suggesting instances of particular relevance to their view
of quality learning. This process resulted in a considerable quantity of rich and complex data related
to a large range of aspects of physics learning. These data are summarised here, and the qualitatively
different conceptions of the respondents with respect to four significant aspects of physics learning
are discussed. These aspects are: doing experimental work; linking physics to the real world; students
taking responsibility for their own learning and being confident/feeling proud of what you can do.
Key Words: interview-about-instances, physics learning, physics teaching, quality learning, under-
graduate teaching, understanding
We report here the results of a study of the conceptions of quality learning held
by two samples of physics teachers in the Australian state of Victoria: one sample
was drawn from Grade 12 (final year) high school teachers, the other sample from
academics teaching first year university physics. The essential purposes of the study
were to explore the worth of an approach to investigating individual conceptions of
quality learning, to provide descriptions of the conceptions of the two groups sam-
pled in the study, to compare these, and to consider implications of any similarities
or differences.
We begin by outlining our views of “quality learning,” the views that provided the
beginning point for our thinking about this study. We then discuss our reasons for
considering teachers’ views of quality learning in a specific content context, indicate
why both secondary and tertiary teachers’ views were explored, and describe the
methodology used. Then, before considering approaches to data analysis and some
of the detail our findings, we make comment on the significance we see for the study.
“Quality Learning” – an Outline of the Views Underpinning the Study
The central feature of the view of quality student learning underpinning the present
study is student understanding of what is to be learned. Of course understanding
can be a rather nebulous term, and is certainly a term that requires extensive and
complex description. Our views of understanding are elaborated in, for example,
White (1988) and White and Gunstone (1992). At the heart of these descriptions is
that understanding involves having a rich range of types of knowledge (propositions,
strings, episodes, images, intellectual and motor skills), having extensive linkages
between these elements of knowledge, and having the ability to use this integrated
network of elements of knowledge to interpret phenomena and situations.
Quality learning (learning with understanding), as we see it, thus involves learn-
ers constructing their own meanings for experiences, events, phenomena, concepts,
words. This constructivist view of learning has clearly been of widespread influence
on science education research over a long period of time. Extensive research findings
point strongly to the conclusion that much of students’ apparent learning in science
is transitory and does not involve them in developing conceptual understanding. Of-
ten students are not aware that they use different conceptions in different contexts,
and often their original conceptions are retained long after the science conceptions
learned for tests have been forgotten.
In light of this, we see quality learning as at least involving learning where students
are aware that they bring beliefs of their own to science classrooms, and students
are actively considering/comparing their own conceptions with the conceptions of
science. Central to this is that students must take more control of their own learn-
ing as they actively construct and reconstruct their own meanings for concepts and
phenomena.
There are a number of studies that point to the conclusion that if students do not ex-
ert control over their own learning this negatively affects not only their understanding
of science concepts but also their attitude to learning science (Batten & Girling-
Butcher, 1981; Baird, Gunstone, Penna, Fensham, & White, 1990; Penna, Baird,
White, & Gunstone, 1992). When learners have knowledge of their own learning, are
aware of their own learning and seek to control their own learning, then learners are
being appropriately metacognitive (see, for example, Baird, 1990, p. 184; Gunstone,
1994, pp. 134–136). Metacognition is central to quality learning.
The view of quality learning then that we brought to this research was one that
saw such learning as constructivist and metacognitive, with learners understanding
that they are responsible for the processes of linking and monitoring that are vital
for quality learning. We also recognised that affective dimensions of learning are
central influences on the extent to which these quality processes are undertaken and
sustained by learners (White, 1994).
This importance of metacognition and the enhancing of metacognition to our
view of quality learning leads to a further issue of importance here. One cannot
foster enhanced metacognition in some content-free approach; in order for learners
to accept the importance of enhanced metacognition they need to experience this
importance in the context of real learning tasks (see, for example, Baird & Northfield,
1992; Gunstone, 1994; Gunstone & Baird, 1988). That is, we assert that to consider
metacognition and quality learning one must also consider the content that is being
learned.
So, our own position regarding quality learning leads directly to the belief that
this study needed to be embedded in specific content. This position was reinforced
by the observation that while quality is a term used in a wide variety of educational
contexts, many of which have significant political dimensions, this term is used with
an extraordinarily diverse range of meanings. Indeed, as we found in an extensive re-
view of curriculum documents undertaken before the present study (Macleod, Brass,
Fensham, Gunstone, & White, 1991), quality is often used in ways for which the
meaning intended by the writers of these documents is totally obscure. It is even
plausible that some documents have used quality with no sense of a meaning for
the term. This gave strong support to the view that to ask general questions of in-
terviewees about quality learning without any content specific context would give
very little information of use. Given this, we believed it was very important to avoid
any direct use of the term quality in our probing of teachers’ conceptions and to
instead use more indirect methods which required a content context. (We also were
concerned that directly asking about quality learning would precipitate responses
focussing on issues other than views of quality student learning – facilities avail-
able, issues in selection for university courses, school retention rates, reductions in
funding, etc.)
Our own teaching and research interests meant that science was the obvious con-
tent context for us to use. However our desire to explore views of tertiary as well
as secondary teachers (for reasons considered below) required us to be more con-
strained than this. A specialist science was needed, and therefore specialist (i.e.,
senior) high school teachers. We focussed on physics and physics teachers for a
number of reasons. One of these reasons relates to a particular issue within Victoria
and its schools. The other, more substantive, reasons are more general.
Physics as the Content Focus for the Study
The most obvious of the more general reasons for using physics as the context
for the study is the diversity of views about the appropriate focus for physics edu-
cation likely to be found among any group of physics teachers. This diversity can
be very simply characterised as conceptual versus mathematical approaches. This
dichotomy may well be somewhat artificial (that is, the diversity of views is usually
somewhat more complex than this), but the greater prominence of this particular
issue in debates in physics education, relative to other sciences, made physics an
obvious choice among the sciences for our first attempts to probe conceptions of
quality learning. The importance of the dichotomy for our approach is that a wider
range of plausible forms of possible student learning could be generated, and the
plausibility of these was likely to be seen by interviewees regardless of their own
positions. In addition, research on the learning of physics concepts has been more
prolific than for other sciences. This means, in general terms, more is known about
the learning of specific content in physics and there was a wider variety of existing
learning tasks and questions. (Questions were needed for our research approach; see
following.)
The reason specific to Victoria for choosing physics was a major curriculum re-
form at Grades 11 and 12 in the early 1990s – the introduction of a new structure
known as the Victorian Certificate of Education (VCE), and new curricula within
that structure. Space precludes any discussion here of the nature of this significant
change (for details of the new VCE structure across the curriculum see, for example,
Northfield & Winter, 1993; for details of VCE physics in particular see, for example,
Hart, 1995, 2001). Data reported here were collected in 1992, quite recently after a
period of substantial public debate about the VCE in general and VCE physics in
particular.
The substantial public debate, including by politicians and university academics,
and with extensive exposure in the daily electronic and print media, revealed a variety
of strong opinions, frequently expressed with phrases like “maintaining standards,”
“ensuring quality,” and “access and success.” It was often very clear that secondary
and tertiary eductors did not share common meanings for these phrases. All grade
11 and 12 science subjects underwent major curriculum change in the introduction
of VCE, and hence, from this perspective, all would have been interesting content
context for this study. Physics however had a particular additional characteristic: two
of the three writers responsible for the new curriculum had views of learning with
considerable similarity with those argued in the preceding section. Both these writers
were physics teachers with a highly informed commitment to constructivist views of
learning, and to classroom practice that reflected constructivist learning.
Our methodology involved the use of a variety of physics questions that could be
given to students. It was important that these involve content familiar to interviewees
as we intended to ask for judgements about the quality of student learning that would
be involved in answering these questions. Therefore we used the area of mechanics
as our specific content context. All teachers who participated in the study, as we
expected, had taught mechanics and had studied mechanics. This was an obvious
consequence of the central place occupied by mechanics in secondary and tertiary
curricula for many years.
The Sample: Secondary and Tertiary Teachers
The long and emotive debate about the new VCE, referred to above, was frequently
characterised by clear and public differences in the views of secondary and tertiary
educators (albeit often views of vague and ill-defined notions like quality and stan-
dards). This was one reason for including both secondary and tertiary academics in
our study. Another reason is described in our comments below about the significance
of this study.
The secondary sample comprised all teachers of Grade 12 physics in a Victorian
provincial centre (n = 14). This gave us a mix of young and experienced physics
teachers, government and private schools, teachers who were the only physics teacher
in the school and those working with one or two physics colleagues. The tertiary
sample comprised academics involved in teaching first year physics at Victoria’s two
largest universities (Monash and University of Melbourne; both are government-
funded, there are no private universities in Victoria). All 14 such academics were
approached. One was overseas throughout the study. The remaining 13 all agreed to
be involved.
Methodology
Our focus was on an exploration of the different ways individuals conceptualise
quality learning in physics. We were not at all concerned with variables which might
have contributed to these differences. Our research then reflected aspects of phenom-
enography (Marton, 1981).
We used a modified form of the Interview-About-Instances approach (Gilbert,
Watts, & Osborne, 1985; Osborne & Gilbert, 1979; White & Gunstone, 1992). As
originally conceived, this approach involves giving interviewees separately a number
of instances and non-instances of a particular concept, usually in line-drawing for-
mat, and basing an interview around these. We used a series of physics questions in
the same way, and asked interviewees if each question focussed on any “aspects of
learning worth fostering.” We have noted above our reasons for avoiding any explicit
use of the term quality learning.
For such an approach we needed a variety of question forms. We began by each
generating examples of questions we would individually label “good” or “bad” in
terms of the learning it would foster, and also by having another science educator
at Monash undertake this task. We then collectively assembled a group of questions
which we saw as representing a wide diversity of forms of learning, and which we
believed would be of a sufficiently familiar format that interviewees could see the
intent of the question. (This last point we judged to exclude, for example, a fortune
line question, see White and Gunstone (1992), but to make, for example, a form of
concept map task appropriate.) The group of questions was then trialled in individual
interviewees with a small number of high school physics teachers from Melbourne
and a final selection of 12 questions was chosen. The 12 questions are described in
Appendix 1. These include questions taken directly from other sources (e.g., Qn L,
from Walker, 1977), questions devised from ideas in other sources (e.g., Qn F, which
is adapted from a student laboratory exercise), questions we had previously generated
for our own teaching purposes (e.g., Qn B), and questions we created for this study
(e.g., Qn A). The order of the 12 questions, A–L, was randomly determined.
For the interviews for the study proper, each question was reproduced on a separate
15 cm × 20 cm card. The interview began by asking the teacher to imagine “your
ideal senior secondary physics classroom” (or, for the university sample, “your ideal
first year tertiary physics class”), and to consider “ideal” in terms of student learning.
For each of the questions in order, the teacher was asked “If the students in your ideal
class could answer this question would that demonstrate that they had developed any
aspect of physics learning that you would want to foster.” Specific further probing
occurred as appropriate to explore the meaning of some responses, including elabora-
tions of issues raised by interviewees. We recognised that our selection of questions
could not represent the universe of perceived desirable learning outcomes. When
all 12 questions had been explored, interviewees were asked to “rank the questions
according to the quality of physics learning that you feel they demonstrate.” This
process was then explored. Then, interviewees were asked to locate the two ques-
tions at the extremes of their ranking on a continuum labeled “absolutely terrific” to
“utterly useless.” If the respondent did not place his/her extreme questions at the ends
of the continuum the interviewer probed perceptions of questions which would be at
the ends of the continuum. Finally, the interviewer asked if there were “any types
of questions you feel I have omitted,” and probed any response. The full secondary
teacher interview schedule is shown in Appendix 2 (tertiary version differs only in
the description of teaching context, as already noted).
All interviews were conducted by the first author of this paper, in the workplace
of the interviewee, and were audiotaped. All interviews proceeded smoothly with
the exception of one tertiary interview. In this case the interviewee was explicitly
bemused by the nature of a number of the physics questions on which the interview
focussed, and at one point described these questions as “odd.”
Before describing our approaches to the analysis of the data obtained in the study
we outline two general aspects of the significance we believe the study has.
The Significance of the Study
The first aspect of significance involves the approach we developed for collecting
data about conceptions of quality learning. As noted above, the approach was a mod-
ified form of the interview-about-instances (IAI) structure developed by Gilbert and
Osborne. The initial uses of the IAI approach were the explorations of understanding
of science concepts, that is for the investigation of individual conceptions of ideas
for which there was agreed public knowledge (e.g., force, energy). The approach
has previously been extended to concepts that do not have such singular accepted
meanings (e.g., Hewson and Hewson’s (1987) use of IAI to probe conceptions of
science teaching), and thus with some focus on the range of meanings that exist.
Our modification of IAI is, as already noted, one that does not have the concept
under investigation (quality learning) mentioned at any point. More importantly, the
addition of the “absolutely fantastic” to “utterly useless” dimension has allowed us
to have interviewees add their own examples. This has meant that the exploration of
the concept has not been constrained by the nature of the examples (instances) we
provided.
The second aspect of significance involves the two groups of teachers, both to-
gether and separately. Taken together, each group represented all (in the case of
secondary school physics teachers) and all but one (for tertiary) of the defined pop-
ulation we used as our sampling device (all secondary physics teachers in a given
geographic region, all but one of the tertiary physicists teaching first year in the two
major Melbourne university physics departments). There is a level of representa-
tiveness in these forms of sample that is unusual for interview studies with small
numbers of participants. Thus, for example, for the secondary teachers, the data give
a better indication than any previous work of the extent to which our views of quality
learning are shared by secondary physics teachers in Victoria.
There are other issues of significance for the tertiary sample. There is a substantive
and growing literature on aspects of the beliefs and practices of undergraduate teach-
ers of the sciences (see, for example, Bain, McNaught, & Lueckenhausen, 1997;
Dall’Alba, 1990; Laurillard, 1993), and on these teachers’ conceptions of learning
and conceptions of/ approaches to teaching (e.g., Prosser, Trigwell, & Taylor, 1994;
Trigwell & Prosser, 1997). The literature now extends to consideration of the impact
of interventions such as the consequences of undergraduate teaching innovations
driven by concerns consistent with the views of quality learning outlined above
(e.g., Case & Gunstone, 2002; Linder & Marshall, 1997), and the nature of teacher
research in undergraduate contexts (Arnott, 2000). The present study extends this
work on the beliefs of undergraduate teachers by focussing not on beliefs about
learners, learning or teaching, but on beliefs about what are the most significant
learning outcomes to seek in a classroom (“aspects of learning worth fostering” in
“your ideal classroom”). This also tells us about the most important purposes for
teaching first year undergraduate physics held by these academics.
Analysis of Data
Each interview was transcribed and the transcripts inspected for clear indications
of aspects of physics learning which were valued by each interviewee. This was done
through a number of steps.
Initially a summary was made of each individual’s responses, both positive and
negative, to each of the 12 physics questions. Aspects of quality learning, as seen
by respondents, were noted as they arose in this process, and no pre-existing list of
assumed characteristics was used (that is, while our own views of quality learning
were on clear influence on the design of the study and the detail of interview tasks,
these views were not used in any way in the analysis of data). Considerable cross
checking of individual summaries was undertaken so as to compare the ways dif-
ferent respondents used similar words and ideas. Through this process of looking
closely within each and across all interviews it was apparent that some expressions
that were commonly used had different meanings for different respondents. The most
prominent example of this was the phrase “linking physics to the real world.” While
this was commonly stated as a characteristic of quality learning (of “physics learning
you would want to foster”), there were in fact two quite distinct meanings being
used. One meaning involved linking to the real world as in applications of physics
(for example, Question A, appendix 1), while the other meaning involved linking
physics to the more specific real world of the student. As analysis proceeded, these
two meanings for “linking to the real world” were considered as separate issues. Sim-
ilarly, other aspects of perceptions of quality learning were added and refined as the
evolving set of features was reconsidered in the light of each interview transcript. All
aspects mentioned by respondents were included in the analysis, even if mentioned
by only one respondent.
To then summarise the aspects of physics learning considered by the respondents
to be worth fostering and not worth fostering, a table was constructed. This table
listed all aspects of physics learning mentioned, and how each individual respondent
had or had not mentioned this. Table 1 is of the same form, except that Table 1 gives
only summary data for each of the two groups of interviewed teachers.
Results and Discussion
As with all such interview studies we have generated a considerable quantity of
data, with individual conceptions of quality learning showing considerable variation.
While Table 1 gives a sense of the nature and range of issues raised (both positively
and negatively), of course there is absolutely no sense of the richness and complexity
of the respondents’ views. Our approach to presenting some sense of this richness
and complexity here is to take four of the aspects of quality learning from the list
in Table 1 and consider the trends in secondary and tertiary responses for each. In
doing this we present and discuss a selection of the data. The four issues are all
ones which were significant in the interview responses (i.e., a number of respondents
raised the issue, and the issue emerged in a number of different problem contexts
and in different ways). There are also links between the four aspects discussed here
and the conception of quality learning that underpins this research (outlined above).
These links are now considered.
Our four aspects are: “1. Students doing experimental work” (and the related “De-
veloping skills . . . ,” as listed in Table 1); “2. Linking physics to the real world”
(with its two different meanings); “15. Students taking responsibility for their own
learning”; and “16. Students feeling proud/confident about what they can do . . . .”
The first of these (experimental work) has links to the conception of quality learning
through specific responses and because experimental work was seen as a central
aspect of physics learning worth fostering by many respondents. The second issue
(linking to real world) relates to quality learning being seen to involve integration
and linking, consideration of knowledge in relation to oneself and one’s place in
the world, knowledge which is usable and active. “Students taking responsibility
for their own learning” involves commitment, purpose for learning, and knowledge
in relation to oneself. “Feeling proud/confident . . .” is a significant aspect of the
emotive component of quality learning.
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Summaries of the data relevant to each of these issues are now given. Respon-
dents who are quoted are designated S.1–S.14 (secondary respondents), or T.1–T.13
(tertiary respondents).
Doing Experimental Work
Both the secondary and tertiary groups commonly described experimental/prac-
tical work as an aspect of physics learning worth fostering. However beneath this
simple observation there were very significant differences between the two groups.
The secondary group put far more emphasis on this issue; most of them men-
tioned the value of experimental work several times and half (7) ranked it as “ab-
solutely terrific” (that is, at the very end of the “absolutely terrific” – “utterly useless”
dimension introduced later in the interview). For the secondary teachers, “doing
experiments” was taken to include both designing and actually doing relevant in-
vestigations/experiments. While three of the tertiary group mentioned the value of
students doing experiments themselves, only one respondent emphasised its impor-
tance for their ideal classroom. Other tertiary respondents placed more emphasis on
developing skills in designing experiments or in criticising experimental procedures,
but ranked even this less highly than did the secondary group.
The secondary respondents’ reasons for valuing experimental work (both design-
ing and doing) were all related to the contribution they saw it making to student
learning. Many comments referred to its value in developing “real understanding”
(as distinct from “regurgitation”), in fostering an analysis of all factors involved
and a consideration of parameters and limitations (as distinct from concentration on
getting a correct answer), in promoting students taking responsibility for their own
learning, in building on one’s own experiences, and in using a wide variety of ideas
and approaches. Not only did they see experimental work (designing and doing) as
contributing to these different aspects of learning worth fostering, they saw many
of these aspects as interconnected and mutually dependent. A number of the above
points are illustrated in the following quotes.
It (experimental work) requires real understanding and using a wide range of approach skills and ways of
thinking. (S.5)
Seeing things happen makes abstract concepts more real which helps students develop their understanding.
It involves the kids doing things, they have to really understand what they are doing to make something
work, and it is relevant for them when they are actually doing it, also it involves many different skills and
aspects of learning. (S.2)
It involves students thinking for themselves, bringing their own thinking to the situation and building on
that, also students doing things themselves leads to more interest and motivation. (S.6)
Students become responsible for their own learning, they realise that you don’t need to get a ‘right’ answer
to learn, and, setting parameters and realising limitations helps you to learn about physics and about the
real world. (S.1)
It is good to use results of experiments to reinforce the theory, also it provides the opportunity to consider
parameters and limitations. Explaining results involves expressing your ideas, this is of greater value in
terms of learning then getting a right answer. (S.8)
Students have the satisfaction of doing things themselves and are more likely to remember something
they enjoy doing. Also, it involves practical skills, using equipment, etc., which are not developed in other
subjects. (S.7)
As already noted, three of the tertiary group saw value in students doing practical
work, but only one emphasised its importance. He/she did so in terms of student
learning, but in affective not cognitive terms: “It would be fun, they would enjoy
doing it which is crucial for physics learning” (T.13). Another (T.2) did suggest that
if students actually understood the experiment outlined in Qn D then this would help
their understanding of concepts involved, but in all other comments he/she placed far
more emphasis on experimental design. So did eight other tertiary respondents.
The value placed on experimental design (as distinct from experimental activity)
was because of the tertiary group valuing this as an accepted part of science, or as
part of the repertoire of an experimental scientist. For example:
(s)ince a lot of physics is experimental and has to be planned I suppose it has some virtue. It is appropriate
conditioning for the techniques of an experimental science. (T.2, in response to Qn F)
Several comments indicated that the tertiary respondents who did not mention
“doing experimental work” as something worth fostering saw the present laboratory
based practicals that students do in first year tertiary physics as necessary because
“experimental work is part of being a scientist.” One specifically advocated skills in
experimental design to increase the effectiveness of the students when they become
scientists in the future, not because it would impact on their learning at present.
It involves experimental design which is often neglected as an aspect of prac. classes. When they [students]
become a research assistant or graduate and are asked to measure something they do it on the basis of what
they have seen, rather than think about the possible ways of doing it. (T.4, in response to Qn D)
Two tertiary comments showed that when respondents used the term experimental
design this did not necessarily mean that they valued students designing experiments
themselves. Rather it meant that being able to criticise others’ experimental designs
or procedures is a necessary skill for scientists to have so that they can identify errors
in methods used, or conclusions drawn. One tertiary respondent felt strongly that
although this is implicit in science, the clear thinking and use of reasoning involved
“is part of life not just physics” and is more properly taught in other courses such as
English.
Another tertiary respondent (T.9) felt that an appreciation of experimental de-
sign is extremely valuable because it helps bridge the gap between theoretical and
experimental physicists. He/she believed many students are more interested in the
theoretical aspects of physics and making them think about the challenges of design-
ing experiments would broaden their perspective; it would make them appreciate
more the initiative needed and struggle involved in getting the numbers about which
they theorise. T.9 also thought that an appreciation of experimental design is required
for many careers.
All of these comments indicate that, unlike the secondary group, most of the ter-
tiary respondents valued experimental work for reasons other than its contribution to
the current learning of physics by their students. One tertiary respondent held almost
the opposite view, that his/her students were not capable of designing experiments or
criticising procedures until they know far more about physics phenomena than they
do in first year. Commenting on Qn D he/she said:
Subtlety of criticising experimental design is not something we expect of first year students, most have
enough difficulty drawing conclusions from ‘set’ pracs. In first year our job is to amaze them with the
most exciting demonstrations we can find and get them to put forward the hypotheses; working the other
way is too hard, they don’t have the experience of basic phenomena on which to base their experimental
design. We should not take away the wonder and magic by confronting them with tasks they are not ready
for. (T.11)
This last comment is particularly interesting in the Victorian context at the time
of this study. One of the three externally set assessments for Grade 12 physics was
an Extended Practical Investigation (EPI). This required students to devise, carry
out and report on an extended (several weeks) practical investigation, crudely to do
that which respondent T.11 asserted was beyond first year university students. It is
interesting to then note that the EPI was assessed, and provided one third of the final
mark for each Grade 12 physics student. (That is, the students T.11 was teaching
in first year university physics had gained entry to that course in part through their
performance on their EPI in Grade 12.)
The Grade 12 assessment dimensions of EPIs may be the origins of another sec-
ondary/tertiary difference linked to practical work, a difference also related to the
view of respondent T.11 (above). That is that the secondary group generally had a
very broad view of the value of EPIs – these were seen as very valuable assessment
tools in terms of allowing students to display their understandings (and be ranked
accordingly if necessary), but, in addition, the EPI was also seen as an assessment
tool which played a major role in the development of the range of understandings it
assesses. In other words, the secondary group saw the EPI as itself a promotion of
valuable learning, as both formative and summative assessment. The tertiary group,
on the other hand, had much more restricted views of assessment, including practical
exams, tasks, etc. – these existed to allow students to show what they know.
Linking Physics to ‘the Real World’
Linking physics to ‘reality’ or to ‘the real world’ was an aspect of physics learning
considered worth fostering by both groups. However, their comments on various
questions show that the meaning they attach to the phrase ‘the real world’ differs
significantly in the two groups. The tertiary group considered that situations such
as the problems faced by airport planners (Qn A), or car drivers (Qn L), or riding
a bicycle (Qn B and Qn D) involved linking physics to the real world but most of
them did not make any distinctions between these questions in that respect. The
secondary group, however, while also valuing situations like Qn A which link physics
to everyday life and society in general, made a distinction between that and situations
like Qn D which link physics concepts to the students’ own lives and experiences
in particular. Most (12) of the secondary respondents emphasised the value of this
personal linkage; only three of the tertiary group mentioned it at all, and only one of
those emphasised its importance.
Both groups saw linking physics concepts to the real world, as they described it,
as worth fostering because this underlines the relevance of physics and so increases
the students’ interest in the subject and their enjoyment of it. Also, linking physics
to situations outside the laboratory involves the students in questioning how and why
situations occur in nature and so develops their sense of wonder, and their enthusiasm
for physics as a way of extending their knowledge.
Many of the tertiary group valued linking physics to the real world in terms of
affective aspects of learning, such as those mentioned above, rather than in cognitive
terms. T.4 and T.9 were exceptions to this.
Respondent T.9 was critical of Qn H (the concept map) because “it relates to
nothing real.” He/she saw such questions as “concerned with the formal aspects
of physics rather than with students making their own understanding of concepts.”
Other members of the tertiary group saw linking with the real world as important
in demonstrating understanding of concepts, not in developing that understanding.
This view had its origins in a belief in the value of teaching physics, initially, in the
abstract.
T.13: We teach it [physics] in the abstract, being able to go from the abstract to the concrete shows
understanding of the abstract.
Interviewer: Why do you teach it in the abstract?
T.13: It is more efficient, in one go you can learn about bicycles, aeroplanes, go carts, rockets; any thing
that moves, and you can then apply it to your own situation. It would be very difficult – very often [to
teach it from real world examples] – that is what is wrong with the real world; it is too complicated, too
difficult.
Overall, T.13 thought that relating physics to real world situations makes it a lot
more fun – which he/she saw as crucial for physics learning – and would demonstrate
understanding of abstract concepts. However, the complexity of the real world makes
understanding difficult and so he/she would not teach physics concepts by starting
with concrete examples of their occurrence in everyday situations.
A number of tertiary respondents argued similarly, often with harsh reference to
the VCE (Grade 12) Physics course. (This course explicitly placed physics in con-
texts, and strongly reflected a philosophy of beginning with the concrete, with reality
and then moving to the abstract.)
There is another world which is also part of nature which we do not experience in everyday life, but
wonder [at that world] has vanished from school physics . . . the people who put VCE together have a very
instrumentalist view of the world, very practical: wonder, inner space, outer space, the cosmos is not part
of what is in their minds and this is reflected in school physics. It is a political thing, it views physics in a
utilitarian way which I do not agree with. Physics also has a great cultural value, and has a great deal of
culture that is transferable to other areas which is underestimated. It is the paradigm of an exact science;
in the VCE science has gone, the subject has been destructed. (T.7)
None of the secondary group, nor any of those who developed the VCE physics
course, saw this view as reasonable. However other tertiary respondents expressed
similar sentiments, for example, T.5 who was particularly concerned with the struc-
ture of the discipline of physics being quite at odds with a context based approach,
and T.2 who shared both these broad views. T.2 also argued that putting physics into
a practical context can disadvantage brighter students because they think more about
all of the factors involved and worry more about the assumptions that have to be made
than less bright students. This view is reflected in several tertiary group comments
on the physics questions we discussed; they were unhappy about using several of the
questions as assessment items for this reason. All but T.4 seemed to view ‘good’ as-
sessment items as those allowing bright students to display their store of knowledge,
or to reveal the understandings they have, rather than those which challenged the
students’ thinking. For their purposes, good assessment questions would be likely to
concentrate on a limited number of factors and have many assumptions stated. The
secondary group placed far more emphasis on the value of questions which required
the students to ‘analyse all the reality’ in a given situation and so have their thinking
challenged. This difference between the groups is a reflection of the tertiary group
tendency to view assessment and learning as separate processes, while the secondary
group’s comments indicated a belief that assessment can play a dual role: provide the
students with the opportunity to display their understanding and also help develop
that understanding.
None of the secondary respondents shared any of the tertiary group reservations
about teaching physics by linking physics concepts to the real world, even right from
the start of a topic or concept. All considered this as an aspect of physics learning
worth fostering and 12 of the 14 placed particular emphasis on the value of linking
physics concepts to the real world of the students, that is to the students’ own ex-
periences. They were convinced that this is vital, not only to stimulate the students’
interest and motivation but also to develop student understanding of physics con-
cepts. This was so self evident to some respondents that they appeared non-plussed
that someone should ask them why they thought this was so. Their comments show
that they considered linking physics to the real world as important in itself and also
critical in the way it interconnects with many other aspects of physics learning. We
give just a few of a very large number of examples of this strength of belief for almost
all the secondary group.
In considering Qn E (ballistic pendulum), respondent S.4 observed that “it serves
no real purpose for the students, it is not related to the real world for them.” He/she
saw this question as detrimental to student learning, not only because it would not
stimulate student interest but also because it would encourage students to think only
of getting the correct answer. “They would not see any beauty in it unless they were
pure mathematicians. Students not getting the right answer would tend to think ‘my
God why aren’t I thinking like them’.” He/she saw contrasting positives in Qn D.
This sort of question could give some opportunity to follow things through until it is sorted out in your
mind, rather than just find out something specific that someone has set you to do and then stop. (S.4)
Similar views were expressed by S.3. Qn D, for example, was seen by this respon-
dent to be a very good question because “when students read it they would think of
themselves going down the hill on a bicycle.” This would increase student motivation
to think about what is involved in the situation.
In addition to broadening the students’ horizons beyond being satisfied with get-
ting the right answer to questions that have been posed by someone else, S.3 and
S.4 also thought that linking physics to the students’ own experiences would help to
make physics concepts more concrete (or less abstract) for the students, and so help
develop their willingness to ask questions for themselves and think more deeply.
These views were shared by several other secondary respondents. For example:
Examples from everyday life lead them to question what they see and ask why. Because they have seen
it, it is concrete for them and they want to explain it. Starting with what you know or have seen gives you
the confidence to go on to what you don’t know. (S.14)
Many students cannot get a mental picture from words on a page, seeing a physical representation helps
them to see the picture better. (S.9)
When students are thinking of physics in terms of their own lives, their own experiences, that is when they
are really learning. (S.8)
S.9 also thought that ‘analysing all the reality’ in a real life situation was important
because it is more interesting for the students and so can be used to lead them into
thinking about more abstract ideas. This also involves people in physics, thus over-
coming the idea in many students’ minds that physics has nothing to do with people.
She thought that studying real situations is important for the students’ understanding.
If they do not study real situations students do not realise that physics, as they study it
in ideal situations, and the real world are related. Consequently they resort to intuitive
rather than Newtonian ideas to explain situations that occur in real-life.
A number of other positive consequences of seeking to link to the real world were
argued by secondary respondents: students being challenged to question everything
around them; considering situations where many factors need to be addressed; think-
ing about nature, which is “brimming with information” (S.12); using exploration of
links to generate interaction, discussion, exchange of ideas among students; fostering
understanding by making the abstract more concrete; developing students’ sense of
wonder.
Not one of the secondary group shared any of the tertiary reservations about teach-
ing and learning physics by linking concepts with relevant real-life situations. The
value seen in this by the secondary group went far beyond the affective advantages
generally seen by the tertiary respondents. Only two tertiary respondents (T.4 and
T.9) saw value in this in terms of developing conceptual understanding. Four others
(T.2, T.6, T.10, T.13), who saw that appropriate application of concepts to real world
demonstrating understanding, also saw beginning with the real world as detrimental
to understanding.
Students Taking Responsibility for Their Own Learning
Six of the secondary respondents commented on the value of students taking re-
sponsibility for their own learning. For one (S.1) this meant students developing clear
understandings of what they are doing by taking control of how they do it. Using a
format like Qn F when the students are doing practical work, rather than giving them
a list of instructions to follow step by step, is an example of how S.1 sees this being
facilitated.
S.4 expressed a similar view more strongly when commenting on Qn F:
It would be the first stage in loosening up the teacher’s control over how the students do an activity, first
stage in students seeing it as being under their control.
S.2 favoured students becoming responsible for what they do as well as how they
do it. He/she saw student centred experimental investigations as an ideal way of
facilitating this since it requires students to decide on what questions they want to
ask as well as how to go about finding answers. This is very important because the
process involved leads to students to the realisation that “you don’t need to get a right
answer to learn.” S.4 strongly agreed with this, and also said that it helps students
to come to the realisation that, in developing knowledge and understanding, being
able to ask appropriate questions is an important skill. Questions like Qn B would
facilitate this, S4 thought – Qn B focuses on asking questions rather than getting
a required answer. He/she was very critical of questions like Qn C because of the
requirement to reproduce someone else’s definition.
S.9 valued students following their own way of doing things because this leads to
excitement and interest for students. It also gives the teacher access to valuable ques-
tions and approaches arising from the students’ interests, questions and approaches
that the teacher could not otherwise have. S.14, in commenting on Qn B, made the
same point.
It would allow them to come up with questions other than those the teacher has in mind, this lets the
students know that what they think is important and encourages them to bring forward their own ideas.
This view was elaborated later in the interview:
It is important that the students realise that the teacher is not the oracle passing knowledge to them. It is
important that they get enjoyment and stimulation from things that happen and ask questions themselves.
Establishing a relationship where students and teachers interact and work together is very important for
learning to take place. It is important for students to realise that their ideas are valued and worthwhile.
Only three of the tertiary group made any form of reference to this issue, and one
of those was a strongly negative comment precipitated by Qn A.
It is too indefinite, requires too much initiative which first year students don’t have. We don’t have time to
foster this and teach them the physics we think is essential. We are not really testing with those who can
think independently in mind in first year, (we) are trying to bring them all up to the same standard. (T.13)
The other two comments were very specific and single. T.12 once indicated a view
that students need to develop their own ways of learning physics, in terms of need-
ing to think about the physics involved in a situation rather than relying on lists of
formulas provided by their lecturers. T.14 thought that questions like Qn K should
be more commonly used because “the students’ ideas are challenged and this helps
the students to realise that they have to put in an effort for themselves if they are to
understand.”
Being Confident/Feeling Proud of What You Can Do
Eleven of the secondary group regarded feeling proud of what you can do and
having the confidence to try new or more challenging tasks as an important aspect of
learning. For example, S.5 and S.13 commented on the value to students of questions
or tasks which they can do – feeling good about being able to do the relatively easy
tasks gives them the confidence to try more challenging tasks or questions. S.14
expressed a similar opinion and said “starting with what you know or have seen
gives you the confidence to go on to what you don’t know.”
S.8 thought that questions like Qn D are particularly good because they boost the
students’ confidence in their ability to improve on someone else’s design; students
realise that they too are capable, and both their confidence and their ability improve
with practice.
If they are not used to that kind of question they tend to run away from them and feel more comfortable
with just memorising even if it does not engage their interest. (S.8)
Further to this S.3 thought the brighter students have their confidence in them-
selves affirmed by being right and so they enjoy getting the right answer even if the
question is boring. Weaker students, who do not feel confident anyway, are more
likely to ask “why am I doing this, it’s boring.” Therefore, S.3 thought, some of
the brighter students would feel happy doing questions like C which do not require
understanding and are not “connected to reality.” Weaker students would not be
interested unless they could see the relevance of the question.
S.4 felt strongly that feeling confident in your own ability to do things and to
develop your understandings is a vital part of physics learning. Students need to
realise that “learning is something we can all do in our own way, and [is] not done in
a prescribed way by a select group.” For this reason S4 was critical of using jargon
rather than the students’ own words to describe concepts. Commenting on Qn C
he/she said:
You could regurgitate definitions without understanding, also, if you hear people using the jargon it makes
you feel that you can’t comprehend what they are talking about, they are an elite and you butt out of the
conversation.
S.14 stressed the importance to learning of students realising that their ideas are
valued and worthwhile. S.9 and S.12 emphasised the need for students, particularly
girls, to become comfortable with learning physics and confident in their own ability
to do so. The use of girls’ as well as boys’ names in physics questions facilitates
this because it includes girls/women as people for whom physics is relevant and so
“helps women to develop self-esteem in science.” (S.12)
S.9 thought that building up the students’ confidence is important for learning in
general but is particularly important in physics because the subject is considered
difficult.
None of the tertiary group made any reference to ‘building self esteem’ or ‘not
feeling too at risk’ in relation to learning. Any comments that they made about
building student confidence were in the context of the students’ performance in exam
situations. When commenting on Qn C T.9 said:
Although it involves no more than rote learning really [it] would give the students a bit of confidence, they
would easily get a few marks for defining things.
When discussing Qn G T.10 noted that although it is very elementary it might
be used as a lead in question “to get students warmed up in the exam.” T.12 made
a similar comment about Qn D, adding that “it would give some confidence to the
weaker students.”
Conclusion
These data point to clear differences in the conceptions of quality learning held
by the two groups. Of course there is also variation within each sample, but some
general trends are obvious.
For the secondary group there is a widespread acceptance of the value of many
of the features of our conception of quality learning, with this acceptance often
being an informed one. That is, the acceptance of, for example, the importance of
integrating and linking for quality learning by the secondary group is often accom-
panied by a sense of why this is important. The one clear exception to this is for
the aspects of our conception of quality learning embraced by the issue which we
labeled “Students taking responsibility for their own learning.” Only 6 of the 14
secondary respondents made comments relevant to this issue, and most of these
were in the context of experimental work and/or affective dimensions of physics
learning. Our notion of students’ understanding and controlling their own learning
in order to, inter alia, develop deeper cognitive understanding, was rarely raised;
when it was it was by tangential, even vague, reference. Thus, while many aspects
of our views of quality learning were shared by the secondary teachers, they did not
share our views of the importance of metacognition in the development of cognitive
understanding.
The tertiary group expressed views in relation to our conceptions much more
rarely, and those views that did emerge were much less informed than for the sec-
ondary group. Indeed the most obvious collective feature of the views of the tertiary
group is that they consistently expressed a deficit view of learning – they tended to
be strongly focussed by what they saw their students could not do. Our conception
of quality learning was, implicitly, rejected by most of this group as being beyond
the current abilities of their students. These tertiary teachers’ views of the nature of
physics were often more influential on their views of quality learning than was any
knowledge of their students. (We note that there was one individual who was a clear
exception to this general tertiary teacher picture; this individual had more in common
with the secondary group than with the remainder of the tertiary group.)
Another element of these data may also be revealing. Only one of the 14 sec-
ondary teachers had nothing to offer as “absolutely terrific” in terms of learning
worth fostering in their classroom. That is, this respondent did not rank any of the 12
tasks used in the interview as “absolutely terrific,” and nor did he/she have another
form of task to suggest for this place on the continuum. Three of the 13 tertiary
teachers also had nothing to suggest as “absolutely terrific.” This difference (1 in
14; 3 in 13) is consistent with the likelihood that the tertiary teachers in this study
did not have ideas about the nature of learning as well-developed as the secondary
teachers.
The dissonance between secondary and tertiary views of “aspects of physics learn-
ing worth fostering” is disturbing. Some might argue that it is not surprising, al-
though we suggest that such a view would be more reasonable if the comparison
between the secondary and tertiary groups had been of their views of learning and
teaching (and thus a comparison between a group of trained teachers and a group of
untrained teachers). But this is not the case. The comparison is between the views of
individuals in the two groups about the features of physics learning they would want
to foster, and not the pedagogical knowledge and skills they might have to attempt to
foster this. The dissonance then represents a disturbing contrast in the intentions of
the two groups for the physics learning of their students.
A justified simple summary of many aspects of the dissonance would be that sec-
ondary physics teachers spend considerable energy in fostering appropriate student
approaches and abilities; tertiary physics teachers then assert that these same students
in the following year are incapable of using these approaches and do not have these
abilities. The forms of physics learning that most of the tertiary teachers then see
that they want to foster are, at least in part, diminished by these views of student
inadequacy. The tertiary teachers’ views about the nature of physics, and what are im-
portant goals for the teaching of physics, also contribute to these diminished views,
as noted below.
Broadly similar statements about the impact of teachers at a higher level having
views of student inadequacies might well be made about students moving from the
final year of primary (elementary) school to first year high school, as shown in a num-
ber of studies of science learning and transition from primary to secondary schooling
(e.g., Baird, Gunstone, Penna, Fensham, & White, 1990; Speering & Rennie, 1996).
However the suggestion in our data that any form of coherent conception of learning
is not common among our tertiary teacher sample suggests this problem is more
serious at the educational levels on which this study has focussed. Quite what tertiary
physics students make of this dissonance between secondary and tertiary views of
quality learning is unclear. However studies of primary to secondary transition such
as those cited above imply that this dissonance will likely lead to many tertiary
physics students becoming dissatisfied with the nature of their first year physics
experiences. The dissonance is also very likely to diminish the nature and quality
of cognitive learning in undergraduate physics.
The interview schedule we constructed made no direct mention of the nature of
physics per se. However there are clear, if implicit, indications in a number of the in-
terview quotes given above of a relationship between views of physics and the nature
of learning respondents would want to foster in their classrooms. Sometimes views
of the nature of physics resulted in the denial of legitimacy of some of our questions;
at other times the perceived value of some of our questions was determined by views
of the nature of physics. This relationship was generally consistent with what has
been reported in the literature – the more one sees science/physics knowledge as
representing “truth” (the more positivist the view), the less likely one is to value
learning that comes from more divergent tasks, and vice versa (see, for example,
Nott & Wellington, 1996; Tobin & McRobbie, 1996; Tobin, McRobbie, & Anderson,
1997). The data obtained from the tertiary teachers also show that, for many of this
group, a view of physics as a representation of reality rather than an explanation of
reality overrides any consideration of learning in their approaches – for example,
this view of physics being used to justify teaching generalised abstractions first, and
examples later. It is very hard to reconcile this position with even the most superficial
consideration of learning.
Finally, we note that the modification of the Interview-About-Instances approach
achieved the intended purposes. Where our range of examples did not encompass the
range (“absolutely terrific” to “utterly useless”) seen by the interviewees, we were
sometimes able to elicit examples at the extremes from the interviewees themselves.
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Appendix 1. Physics Questions Used in Interviews (where the question is
summarized/paraphrased rather than reproduced in full, italics are used)
Question A:
Consider the following problem:
A planner is working on the preliminary design of a new community and
wonders if there is sufficient space for an airport for small planes. The plan-
ner can allow 100 m for the length of the runway for the airport. One type
of aeroplane which would use the airport must reach a speed of 200 km/hr
(55.6 m/s) in order to take off. Will the aeroplane be able to use the planned
runway?
What extra physics information do you need to solve the problem?
Question B:
1. Write a physics question for which an appropriate answer is
“Because there is friction between the tyres of the bicycle and the road.”
2. Write 3 other physics questions for which this same answer is appropriate.
Question C:
Define the physics terms ‘work’ and ‘power’. Name and define the SI unit of
power.
Question D:
Two students wanted to do a test to find out which of their bicycles was the
faster. Here is what they did:
(Then 4 steps given.)
(a) What they did was not a fair test. Suggest two reasons for this.
(b) Suggest one change that would make the test more fair.
Question E:
The speed of a bullet, mass m, can be measured by use of a ballistic pendulum.
The bullet is fired into the pendulum bob, mass M , and is embedded in the bob.
The pendulum bob swings to a maximum height h.
(Diagram given showing pendulum before impact and at position of maxi-
mum height.)
Show that the velocity of the bullet is given by
v =
√
2gh(M +m)
m
.
Question F:
The following experiment illustrates that a raised weight has the capacity to do
work by virtue of its potential energy. The steps involved, A to F, are given
below, but are not in an appropriate order. Re-arrange them so that they could
be followed by someone doing the experiment.
(Then 6 steps in conducting the experiment, labeled A–F, are given.)
Question G:
A car starts from rest and is accelerated uniformly at the rate of 2 m/s2 for 6
seconds. It then maintains a constant speed for half a minute. Find the maximum
speed reached in km/hr and the total distance travelled in metres.
Question H:
A physics student drew the following concept map to explain how various terms
in physics are related.
Indicate which of the physics statements 1 to 12 are correct. For each statement
that you identify as incorrect, substitute a correct physics statement.
(Then a concept map is given involving the concepts ‘force’, ‘speed’, ‘mo-
mentum’, ‘velocity’, ‘acceleration’, ‘inertia’, ‘mass’, ‘weight’. Twelve links are
shown on the concept map; each of these is numbered – hence numbers 1–12
are used.)
Question I:
The pictures show a man raising a heavy roller from one level to another using
a rope to pull it up different planks.
The statements below are about the amount of energy he uses in each case.
(a) Put a tick in the box beside one statement you agree with.
(Then 4 alternatives are given in multiple choice format. Each of the first
3 alternatives has a diagram showing a plank of different gradient and the
same vertical rise of 2 m, with the text “The energy he uses to lift the roller
on plank A [or B or C] is least.” The 4th alternative is “The energy he uses
to lift the roller is the same which ever plank is used.”)
(b) Give the reason for your choice of answer.
Question J:
(The following text is beside velocity-time graph showing two motions with
constant and positive acceleration, and both having a velocity greater than zero
at t = 0. The two straight lines are labeled A and B.)
Two cars go past the same point at time 0.
• Which car is going faster at 0?
• Which car is accelerating more?
• Mark the time at which they are going at the same speed.
• Mark the time after 0 at which they have gone the same distance.
Question K:
“Energy is the capacity to do work.”
Comment on the adequacy of this definition for phenomena in physics.
Question L:
Suppose you suddenly find yourself driving towards a brick wall on the far
side of a T-intersection (reference then made to diagram showing a car driving
up to a T-intersection, with a brick wall on the other side of the intersection).
What should you do? Use your brakes FULLY, without skidding, while steering
straight ahead? Turn at full speed? Or, turn while applying your brakes as well
as you can.
Give reasons for your decision.
Appendix 2. Outline of Interview Protocol – Senior High School Physics Teacher
Version
Part 1. “I would like you to imagine your ideal senior secondary physics class –
that is ideal in terms of the learning of physics by the students.”
[Emphasize that interest is in learning, not facilities, etc.]
“I have here a number of physics questions. For each question I would like
you to tell me: if the students in your ideal class could answer this physics
question would that demonstrate that they had developed any aspect of
physics learning that you would want to foster.”
[Repeat for each of the 12 questions shown in Appendix 1.]
Part 2. All 12 questions are now considered.
(a) “Can you rank these physics questions according to the physics learn-
ing that you feel they demonstrate?”
(b) “Did you have any difficulty ranking the questions?”
[If they have given some questions the same rank:]
(c) “Why did you decide to rank questions in this group equally?”
[Check to see if they have given questions the same rank because the
questions are seen as different types but of equal importance in terms
of the type of physics learning involved, or because the questions are
seen as the same type of questions in terms of the type of physics
learning involved.]
(d) [A sheet of paper containing a horizontal line with the two ends of
the line labeled with the two terms “absolutely terrific” and “utterly
useless” is placed in front of interviewee.]
“Where on the continuum from ‘absolutely terrific’ to ‘utterly useless’
would you place the questions at the extremes of your rank order, in
terms of the physics learning they demonstrate?”
(e) [If there are gaps between the placement of the extremes and the ends
of the continuum, ask:]
“What type of question would you put in that position?”
Part 3. (a) “Are there any other types of question that you feel I have omitted?”
(b) [If yes to (a).]
“Where on the continuum would you place that type of question, in
terms of the physics learning it demonstrates?”
